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Abstruct 
Heilbrunner, S. and L . Schmitz, An efficient recognizer for 
languages, Theoretical Computer Science 80 (1991) 53-7s. 
the Boolean closure of context-free 
The hci-grammars defined here generate the Boolean closure of the context-free languages. The 
improved Graham-Harrison-Ruzzo version of Earley’s recognition algorithm is adapted to this 
grammar class and the resulting algorithm is proven correct. 
1. Introduction 
An extended regular expression is a regular expression containing additional 
operator symbols for complementation (relative to E*) and intersection. Since the 
regular sets are closed under complementation and intersection, adding these 
operators does not increase the descriptive power of regular expressions. However, 
some regular sets are described more concisely and naturally by extended regular 
sets. For example, the set of all strings not containing two consecutive bs is easily 
described by [- WI&IZ*] , where the brackets [ and ] denote complementation. An 
algorithm for the construction of a deterministic finite automaton from an extended 
regular expression was given in [4]. 
Even more concise and natural language descriptions are to be expecte 
complementation and intersection are used in conjunction with co text-free gram- 
mars. For this purpose we introduce two new operators, viz. the complemerr? operator 
0304-3975/91/502.s0 ($3 199l- Elsevier Sciwce Publishers B.V. 
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and the intersection operator by defining 
and L((A n B)) = L(A) n L(B). U[Bl) = ~“\W) 
Since context-free languages are not closed under either complementation or inter- 
section adding these operators effectively increases the descriptive power of context- 
free grammars. For example, the non-context-free language 
{ a”b”b” 1 n E N} 
is described by the following set of rules 
S+(Bn 0) L(S) = { a”b”c” 1 n G Ni, 
B+AE t( B) = {a ibt’ct’ 1i, n E N], 
D+FC L( D) = { a”b”ci 1 n, i E N}, 
A+&IaA L(A)={a’Ii&J}, 
c-+&ICC L(C)={c’IiEN}, 
E+E(bEc L(E)={b”c”(n~fW}, 
F+eIaFb L(F) = {a”b” I n E N). 
Ali non-palindromes of {a, b}* are given by 
S+[A] 
A+eIaIbIaAa!bAb. 
Another, more esoteric example 
two as which is given by 
A+elalblaAa(bAb 
B + [.4] 
C+vIaA(bA 
D --, CaCaC 
S+(Bn D) 
is the set of all non-palindromes containing at least 
all palindromes 
all non-palindromes 
all words 
a!l words with at least two as 
The non-palindrome examples show that using complementation and intersection 
restrictions of the form “all words satisfying . . . but not . . .” are very conveniently 
expressed and combined with other parts of the grammar. One can envision cases 
where it would be nice to utilize these techniques in practical work as well. For 
example, when defining an application language, some errors can be characterized 
as context-free languages themselves; one can incorporate them naturally into the 
grammar, and then have a non-terminal which stands for a non-error condition. 
Also, expressing trivial restrictions as in “all strings containing neither two adjacent 
slashes nor more than IS slashes” within the grammar might prove useful in practice. 
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A recognizer for a class of grammars is an algorithm which, for any given grammar 
G and input word I+, decides whether u’ is generated by G or not. In the literature, 
we find two sub-exponential recognizers for context-free grammars, viz. the Cocke- 
Younger-Kasami algorithm and Earley’s algorithm [l]. A refined version of the 
Cocke-Younger-Kasami algorithm [6] achieves subcubic asymptotic behaviour but 
is restricted to grammars in Chomsky normal form. Earley’s algorithm requires 
cubic time but works for unrestricted context-free grammars. Improved versions, 
termed as “good practical algorithms”, are given in [3, 21. 
Our goal is to adapt the improved version of Earley’s algorithm to context-free 
grammars which are extended by complement and intersection operators while 
retaining cubic behaviour. In [ 21 several potential application areas including natural 
language processing and extensible programming languages are described. We 
believe that applications in these areas would benefit from the improved expressive- 
ness and flexibility of our approach. As stated in [5] the Boolean closure of the 
class of context-free languages is contained properly in the class of context-sensitive 
languages. 
Section 2 contains formal definitions of this grammar class and related notions. 
In Section 3 we develop the recognition algorithm and illustrate its workings on a 
simple example. Finally, in Section 4, a detailed correctness proof of the algorithm 
is given. 
2. Hierarchical complement intersection grammars 
This section gives the basic definitions. Let N and C be sets of non-terminal and 
terminal symbols as usual. Define the set of hierarchicaf complement intersection 
(hci) symbols @ by 
@=Cu Nu{[A](AE N}u{(An B)IA, BE N}. 
We establish our conventions for the use of variables in the following table. 
Variables in a, h, c, . . . . . x, y. 2 A, B, C,. . . . . . x, Y, z 0, p, . . . 
represent 
elements of 1 X-* N CD @” 
For hci symbols X we define the core of X by 
core(a) = {a}, core(A) = {A}, 
core([A]) = {A}, core((A n B)) = {A, B}. 
A quadruple G = ( N, Z, IT, S) is a hierarchical complement intersection grammar (hci 
grammar) if it is a context-free grammar apart from the fo!lowing two exceptions: 
he rules in 17 may be of the form + p where p E a*. 
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(ii) There are neither self-intersecting nor self-complementing symbols (as defined 
below). 
It will be immediate that the hci property is decidable. The following grammar will 
be our running example. All paragraphs marked Exam le will refer to this grammar. 
xample grammar. The rules are 
S-,A[B]C A+E B+bD C+c(En F)c 
D+A[E]F E+(FnA) E-a F+Aa 
We find 
@ 2 {A, B, . . . , a, c,IIBI, [El, (E n 0, Wn 4.. 4 
We define a binary relation + on @* by 
paa iff 3p,,p2,A,wp=pIAp,~a=p,~p~~A+wd7. 
Example 
S + A[B]C * A[B]c(EnF)c and B 3 biE]a. 
Note that hci symbols of the forms [A] and (A n B) cannot be derived any further. 
We define the binary relation uses cotnplemenf m intersection of (4) by 
Al B iff 3p, a, C: A$p[ B] u v A$p( Bn C)a v A$p(C n B)u. 
A symbol A is self-intersecting or seFcomplementing if AJ’A. 
Example. The relation 4 may be represented by the graph shown in Fig. 1 where 
the rank column refers to one of the next definitions. 
For any G we define the hierarchy of basic symbols inductively by 
N\, = 2, N, =(Al+B: AJB}uX, 
Ni+, ={AI~BE N,\N,_,: A&B ~+Biz Ni_,: AJB)u Ni. 
Note 
AJ’A iff Ae LJ Ni. 
ir N 
rank 
Fig. I 
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xample 
No = Ia, b, 4 N, = ?v’~u (A, F), 
N,=NdEI, NJ= NMB, C, W, 
N4= N,u{S}, N,= N4. 
We define the hierarchy constant h by 
h=max{iI Ni # Ni-1 v i=O}. 
We define the ranking function rank: @* + N by 
rank(a)=0 forall ad, 
rank(A)= i iff AE Ni\Ni-1, forall i, i>O, 
rank( [ A!) = rank(A), 
rank((A n B)) = max{rank(A), rank(B)}, 
rank(X, . . . X,)=max{rank(Xi)Ild~n}. 
We define the hierarchy of symbols by @i = {X 1 rank(X) 4 i} and find @ = di,, for 
hci-grammars. 
We define the language L(p) of p E cP* inductively by 
L(x)=(x) forxEZ*, 
and for strings in @?+,\a: by 
L(A)-{xI~~E@T:A+IAxEL(~)), 
WW = ~*\UAL 
L((A n B)) = L(A) n L(B), 
L(XI . . . X,,)= L(X,). . . L(X,). 
We define an abbreviation by 
uFp iff UE L(p), 
and show how to decide the question “E E p?“. Our algorithm is a straightforward 
generalization of the corresponding context-free algorithm. A system of sets E( r, i) 
is defined for r, i E N by 
E(O,O)=(AIA-VEII}, 
E(O,i+l)=(A131S~ E(O,i)*: A+Sd7}uE(O,i), 
E(O,w) = u E(0, i), 
irN 
end for r>O 
E(r,O)= E(r-l,c@Lj{[A])rank(A)srAACE(r-1,@) 
it W 
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Fig. 2. 
It is obvious that for each r the sequence of sets E(r, i), i = 1,2,3,. . . converges. 
We claim the following. 
a 2.1. (i) {X 1 E E X} =‘E(h, 0), 
(ii) E E p iff p E E (h, 0), where 12 is the hierarchy constant. 
Example 
E(O,O) = E(O,m) = {A}, 
E(l, 0) = E(L4 = 14 [Fl, (An 41, 
W, 0) = W, 00) = 14 PI, (An A), [El), 
E(3,O) = E(3,@ = {A, PI, (An 4, [El, PI, [Cl, PI), 
W4 0) = 94 IFI, C4 n A), [El, WI, WI, PI, [Slh 
Finally, we introduce a relation which ignores &-symbols by 
BsX iff 3p,(~: B~~XCTI\EE~IWEU. 
In order to find all symbols X such that AsX we define a relation % by 
A92X iff 3p,u:A+pX~~e~pne~u 
and claim the following. 
le. The graph of .9 is rather disconnected. It contains the edges as shown 
in Fig. 2. 
is section we s e recognition algorithm. The proof of its 
correctness will be deferred until the next section. 
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The left-context grammar has the rules 
{[Aj+c~[Bj13X,/3: BEcore(X)AA-,cuXpd7}, 
where bracketed symbols are non-terminals and hci symbols are terminals. We 
introduce the relation 3 on bracketed symbols by 
[A]+[B] iff 3~: E E p A [A]$p[B& 
Example. The rules of the left context grammar are 
usbu4 usn+Aum usn+mma ua-+ wm, 
ncn4m ucD+wn, uDn+ua uwbwn, 
ua+Awium uabua, wn+uAn, uFn+um 
The graph of the relation 3 is the transitive closure of the graph shown in Fig. 3. 
Definition 3.2. An item A + a$ denotes a triple (A, a, p ) which satisfies A + cup E I7. 
The parsing predicate is defined by 
P(U, V, A+ a.~) iff 3~: usjppuAjj A u E p h v E (Y. 
The parsing set H( u, v) is defined by 
H( u, v) = {A + a$1 P(u, v, A + a$)}. 
UDD-LFD 
Fig. 3. 
We note the difference between s and 3 and compute 
H(E, E) = {A+ CW.~ )pn=qAn I\ E E ky). 
le 
[SD * A[Bn + AbUD =+ AbA[E][Fn a AbA[E][ 
P(b, E, D+ A[E].F), 
P(b, a, D-, A[E]F.), 
A + E., B + .bD, C + .c( E n F)c}. 
Obviously, 
\V E S iff 3a: s+ U.f N(q W’). 
Hence, we are aiming at an algorithm which computes 
such an algorithm now and prove its correctness in the ne 
is based on the computation of all sets H(u, v) such that 
order of the sets H(u, v) is not quite obvious and we 
expository purposes we insert the ng sets fat any 
into an upper triangular matrix .Q = by assigning th 
to position ( i, j). 
The intention of Fig. 3a is to show that bcr has lEfr context a, . . . a, and mvers 
a ,+1 . . . Uj. For the computation of Qii three cases have to be considered: 
%I 7 
al h %2 h3 914 %5 9% %7 h8 
“2 ?z? b b24 b!i %6 b7 tlze 
a3 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . t& I)38 
% 
. . , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54, @48 
a5 * . . . . . . . . . . I)#.. 
Fig. 3a. 
48 
Fig. Zh. 
t),, is on the main diagonal, i.e. j = i; in t 
f)kr, k < i, i.e. on all cleme 
hll is one element o the 
will be seen to depend only on h,,, i,e. 
laces ofi the main 
al element o its left; 
e row to the left of htr and aft the e 
These dependences u est the eomputation order which is outlined in 
Figure 3b implies the basic loop structure of our al 
Algorithm 3.3 
Initialization: compute htH, = H( E, E ); 
for j = I, 2,3, . . . , n loop 
off-diagonal: compute 4, _ , - NCn, . . . a,_,,a,); 
fori~j-P,j-3,...,OIQo 
off-off-diagonal: computeh,, = N(a, . . . a,, a,,, . . . a,); 
end loop; 
on-diagonal: compute 4, = W( aI . . . a,, E ); 
end loop; 
We shall now detail the four compute statements of this algorithm. Concerning 
the Initialization statement we recall 
H(E, E) = (A-+ a/3 I[S~s[IAj A F E a} 
so that the computation of ht,,, is straightforward. 
Example 
b tro =H(P,P)=(S +.A[R]C: S+A.[B]C, S-+A[B].C, 
A+ F., R --, .bD, C -+ .c(E A t=->c). 
Before turning to the next compute statement we define an operator on item sets. 
The lerrel t reducrror! ojperalor *, on sets L, M of items is 
L*:, ={Aw#3.o~A+a.B/3rr~ hrankU3)==f~~E#3 
A rank((Bn C)) = f n F E /3 
A S: 
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The Off-diagonal compute statement may now be refined as 
- Off-diagonal: compute h,_ ,,, = H(a, . . . tz,+, a,); 
M := {A + a@.a 1 A -+ ~.a,Pu E b.j- I.,- I A E E PI; 
fort=1,2,...,hloop 
M := bi_l,j-l *, M; 
end loop; 
4 w := I - 1 ..I 
Example. Let cat be the input word. For j = 1 we have b(,, = H( E, c). We recall 
A+ E., B + .bD, C + .c( E n F)c} 
and enter tke loop with 
M = (C + c.( E n F)c}. 
Note that M is augmented in the loop although it does not contain “complete” 
items (i.e. items with a rightmost position of the dot). For f = 3 we find S + A.[ B]C E 
b oo, rank(B) = 3, and 
M={C+c.(EnF)c,S+A[B].C}, 
which is the final value for M. The computation results in 
b ol=H(~,~)={C-,~.(EnF)c,S+AIB].C}. 
We continue our refinement effort with the On-diagonal compute statement 
because it will be executed next in our running example. 
- On-diagonal: compute $ij = H( Q, . . . Qj, E ); 
M := 0; 
fork=O,l,...,j-1100~ 
M:= Mu(A+~.u~EE~A~B,cY,X,~,C: 
B-,cY.X~E~~~ A CEcore(X)h[Cj=+[A]}; 
hii:= M; 
le. Computation of h,, is next. Because of j = 1 the loop is executed only 
once and we obtain 
II = (c, E)={A+E., C+.c(EnF)c, E+.(FnA), E+.a, F+.Aa, F+A.a). 
ow, we may augment j by 1 and compute another off-diagonal element 
,, = 
6 
( c, Q ) -= { -+ a., F -+ Aa.). 
need 
of our algo 
ore operators before we can refine the remaining compute statement 
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Definition 3.5. The ( unrestricted) reduction operator * on sets L,, 
defined by 
of items is 
L* M=(A+cYB~.u~A+cY.B~uE LAEEP 
A-I~DJ: B+DA D+&E M). 
The shift operator + on a set of items and a terminal symbol is defined by 
The distinction between the operators *, and * and their respective uses will be 
motivated in the discussion on “non-trivial and trivial splits”, following Lemma 4.3. 
The loop containing the off-off-diagonal computations may now be refined as 
fori=j--2,j-3,...,Oloop 
- off-off-diagonal: compute bij = H(a, . . . Q;, Q;+, . . . aj); 
M := bii_, + q ; 
fork-i+1,i+2,...,j-lloop 
M := M U t)ik * t)ki ; 
end loop; 
for t = 1,2, . . . , h loop 
M:= Mu$,i *I M; 
end loop; 
bu := M; 
end loop; 
Example. Now, we are ready to tackle her, = H( Q, ca). Recall j = 2, so that the body 
of the above loop is executed only once for i = 0. We compute M = 0 before entering 
the k-loop. In the k-loop, k may assume just one value k = 1 and we obtain 
M = {C + c( E n F).c} when leaving the k-loop. Since M does not contain complete 
items the only item of relevance in h,,,, for the t-loop is S + A.[ B]C and S + A[ B].C 
is ;Idc%cd to M. We arrive at entry $(,? = H( E, ca ) of the matrix $3 as given in Fig. 
3c. lUote §+ A[B]C.r till3 so that cat E L(S). 
We close this section by combining all the refinements into the following algorithm. 
- Initialization: compute ho,, = H( E, E); 
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_---- 
I 
1 O 1 2 3 
0 S+.A[B]C C-w.(EnF)c S+A[B].C S+A[B].C 
S-, A.[ B]C S+A[B].C C+c(EnF).c S+A[B]C. 
S+A[B].C C+c(EnF)c. 
A + P. 
5+.bD 
C-,.c(En F)c 
A-, e. E --* a. 
C+.c(En F)c F+Aa. 
E-,.(FnA) 
E + .a 
F+.Aa 
F+A.a 
C+.c(En F)c C+c.(En F)c 
A+ P. 
C + .c( E n F)c 
E+.(FnA) 
E +.a 
F+.Aa 
F-, A.a 
Fig. 3c. Matrix @ for cat. 
boo:= {A-, a,p ([Sjs[Al A F E a}; 
for j = 1,2,3, . . . , n loop 
-off-diagonal: compute bi -1.i = H(a, . . . Qi-1, ai); 
M:={A~~U~~.~IA~~.~~~~E~~--~.~-~AEE~}; 
fort=1,2,...,hloop 
M:= Mui)j-l,i-1 *, M; 
end loop; 
5. f-- 1 .I := M; 
fori=j-2,j-3,...,Oloop 
- off-off-diagonal: compute I),, = H(u, . . . u,, u;+~ . . . Uj); 
M:=I),_,+q; 
for k=i+l, i+2,...,j-1 loop 
M '= M U I),/, * I)/,j ; 
for t = 1, 2, . . . , h loop 
M:=Muf~,i *c,M; 
; 
- on-diagonal: compute bi; = .!+(a, . . . a,, E); 
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M := v); 
for k=O, I,...,j-1 
M:= Mu{A+p.aI~~pidB,a,X,p,C: 
B-+(~.X/~E~~~ACE~~~~(X)~[C~=+[A~J}; 
end loop; 
bii:= M; 
end loop; 
4. Correctness of the recognition algorithm 
In this section we will prove a series of lemmas whose combination will constitute 
an inductive proof of the correctness of our recognition algorithm. First, we do 
away with the elements of the main diagonal. 
Lemma 4.1 
(i) P(e,~,A+p.a) ~~A~P.~E~A&E~A~S~_UA~, 
(ii) H(E,E)={A+~.~TIEE~A[S~~[A~~}, 
(iii) P(z,E,A+~.u)Az#E iff A-,~PE~~AEE~A~u,v,cY, B,X,p,C: 
Z=UVAV#FAP(U,V,B + cu.Xp) A C E core(X) A [Cl3[An, 
(iv) Vz # E: H(z,E)={A+~.GIFE~A~u,v,~,B,X,~,C: 
Z=UVAV~PAB~CY.~~EH(U,V)ACEC3Te(X)A~C~~~A~}. 
Proof. Propositions (i) and (ii) are immediate; (iv) is a rephrasing of (iii). We turn 
to the proof of (iii). 
(if): Let A, p, a, u, v, . . . be given accordingly, The definition of P yields 7 such 
that 
Likewise, [q+a[[Cjj A v E TV, and [Cn&&q A F E w for some O. We conclude 
so that P( uv, E, A + P.(T). 
(on/v if): By definition we find 77 such that I 
We may split this derivation into single steps for appropriate A;, vi, z, so that 
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Let m be the largest index such that zj f f’. For some X, p we obtain 
A,,* - I + rim .Xp A A,,, E core(X). 
We conclude 
z() . . . G,, - 1 E rlo . l . 71,,,4mn 3 %I**~ rlw-,I[&-,~ A zrn E rl,n A bLD+AD 
so that 
U = z(). . . znt-l, 
proves the claim. Cl 
v = zm 9 B=A,+,, C=A,,, a!= rim 
The next two lemmas deal with the simpler half of the reduction and shift operators. 
kmza 4.2 
(i) P(u,V,A~~.X~~)~X~~I\EE~ imp/ P(u,va,A+crX@), 
(ii) H(u, v)+a c_ H(u, va). 
roof. Immediate. El 
(i) P(u,v,A+cY.B@T)AP(uv,w,C+S.)AEE~AB~C 
imp1 P( u, VW, A + a! B&a), 
(ii) P(u, v, A+ cu.(Bn C)@) A P(uv, W, D+ 6.) A P(uv, H’, E + y) 
AB~DAC~EA&E~ imp1 P(u,vw,A+(Y(B~C)/~T), 
(iii) P(u,v,A-~.[B]@T)AEE~A~~D,~: BSDA P(uv, w, D-6.) 
imp1 P(u, VW, A+ a[B]P.u), 
(iv) H(u, v) * H(uv, w) c H(u, VW). 
(iv) is a rephrasing of (i ,k( iii). We consider (iii) and leave the first two cases 
to the reader. The definition of P yields q such that 
is] 3 v[AnAUEr)AVEa. (*c) 
We claim w E [B], i.e. w e B. in order to prove this claim, suppose w E B. ThLn there 
must be some production rule D+ S such that BS D A w E S. We obtain 
13 ~(Y[B~hUVE~ffAWd, 
that is, 
+ 8.). 
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Contradiction! Using (*) and NV&~ B we obtain 
[SD 3 q[Alt~ u E q A VW E a[B]P, 
that is, 
P(u, VW, A-+ a[ B-j@) 
as required. Cl 
Unfortunately, the converse of the last two lemmas is much more complicated. 
We recall that the computation of an off-off-diagonal element H( u, z) proceeds in 
two phases. In the first phase, sets of the form H( u, v) * H( uv, w) are collected. in 
the second phase we iterate H( u, E) *, M through the hierarchy of ranks, where M 
is an approximation to H( u, z). The problem is to characterize the result of the first 
phase and the addendum of the second phase. The key to the solution for the first 
phase problem is that the reduction operator * combines the sets corresponding to 
vw= z where neither v nor UT are empty. Taking a simplified view of the reduce 
operator we see that it takes an item A + a.X+ from H( u, v), derives w E Xp from 
the contents of H(uv, w) and inserts A + cuX&a into H( u, VW) = H( u, z). Con- 
sequently, all the items A + p.o added to H( u, z) during the first phase allow a split 
of p into p = CUXP and a corresponding split of z into z = VW such that v E LY and 
WE Xp and neither v nor w are empty. The next lemma will prove that the first 
phase computes exactly those items which allow a non-trivial split of this kind. 
Definition 4.4. The set of non-trivial splits of z and A + p.a is defined by 
NTS( z, A + pa) = {( v, w, a, X, p ) 1 z = V\I’ A p = CWXP 
Lemma 4.5 
(i) P(u, z, A+p.o) A (v, w, a, a,P)r N?S(z, A+p.d 
imp1 P( u, v, A + a.a,Bu) A va = z A v # E A E E ,!I, 
(ii) P(u,z,A-,p.a)~(v, W, a, B,P)E NTS(z,A+p.d 
imp/ P(~~,v,A-,~.BP~)AvM?=zAv#EAM’#FAFE~ 
A 36: P(uv, iv, B-, S.), 
(iii) P(u,z,A-*~.~)A(v,M:(Y,(B~~),~)~NTS(~,A-~~-~) 
imp1 P( u, v, A -*~.(B~~C’)~~)Al~~=ZAV#fhM’fFAE~~ 
A -JJ’, 6: P(uv, w, B-+ 8.) A Pbv, w, C-+ y.), 
(iv) P(u,~,A+p.cr)~~(v, ~,cY,[B],P)ENTS(~,A-,~.~) 
imp1 P( u, v, A --) cy [ B]pcr) A LW’ = z AV#EAM’fPAE@ 
A --d6: ( MU, M’, -+ 6.). 
Proof. ad (i): Assume P (tr, z, A -+ p.cr) and let (v, w, a, a, p) be a non-trivial split. 
By detinition of P we find q such that 
By definition of NTS we have v E cy so that P( u, v, A --* a.aPo) is immediate. 
ad+\ Cram the definitions we obtain 
for some q. We conclude P( 1;: v, A + cy. Spa) and 
36: B+SA WES, thatis, 36: P(uv, MV, B-4.). 
ad (iii): See (ii). 
ad (iv): The definitions of P and NTS imply 
P( U, V, ,d + a.[ B]@) A VW = Z A V # P A h’ # F A e E p 
as well as M* E [B]. Suppose P( uv, rz: B + 6.) for some 6. Then w E i3 which implies 
IV E B and M’ e [ Sj. Contradiction! Cl 
Lemma 4.6 
(8 m 4 z, A+~.cT)A(_v, w, cy, a,p)E NTS(z, A+p.u) 
imp1 ya = z ny#udbp.uEH(U,j’)+i2, 
(ii) P( II, z, A --* p.Cr)A(V, w, cy, X,P,E NTS(z, A+p.c~) 
imp1 vw = z AV#FAW#PAA~~.~E~(&~,~)*H(UV,W). 
Proof. By cases using Lemma 4.5. Cl 
The next defini&ion introduces a name for the items covered by this lemma. It 
will allow us to describe the result of the first phase in a;he computation of off-off- 
diagonal elements. 
3. The non-trivial reduction set of u and z is defined ,y 
Proof. Lemmas 4.2(ii), 4.3(iv) and 4.6. Q 
Our next goal will be to describe the items which are added in phase two of the 
computation of off-off-diagonal elements. It would be too simplistic to assume that 
the phase two items are the ones which do not allow a non-trivial split. Items oa 
phase one may very well take part in phase two, i.e. items which allow a non-trivial 
split may very well allow trivial splits, too. Therefore, we will characterize the phase 
two items in a positive way by introducing the notion of a trivial split. In addition, 
we have to partition the phase two items according to ranks in order to cope with 
the individual steps of our algorithm. 
Definition 4.9. The set of trivial splits of A --* p.(~ and z is defined by 
TS(~,A~~.~)={(~~,X,P)ICYXP=PAE.ECYPAZEX}. 
The level t reduction set for u and z is defined by 
RS(t,u,z)=NRS(u,z)u{A-+p.u(P(u,z,A+p.a) 
We deal with some trivial cases first. 
Theorem 4.10 
(i) RS(0, II, a) = {A +wa@(A+ma@rE H(u,E)AFEp}, 
(ii) RS(0, u z) = NRS( U, Z) if121 3 2, 
(iii) RS(It, u, Z) = H( u, z) &or all z # E. 
Proof. ad (i): There is no non-trivial split for the terminal symbol a so that NRS( u, a) 
is empty (see Definitions 4.4 and 4.7). The remaining claim is that the right hand 
side of (i) equals 
Expanding TS by its definition while keeping in mind that rank(X) s 0 implies 
X E C yields 
which equals (note the position of the dot) 
{A~aap.aIP(u,F,A~a.a~~)ht.Ep} 
and 
{A -j cuap.a i ,4 +a.apaEH(u,~)/\~~p} 
as required. 
ad (ii): It is sufficient to show that for z with 1~12 
{A+p.a)P(u,z, A-,~.~~)A~A,X,~:(;\,X,CL)ETS(Z ?+p.cr)Arank(X)sO)=@. 
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Again, rank( X ) s 0 implies X E 2, so that z E X implies Izl = 1. Hence, the condition 
in the set cannot be sati Zied and the set must be empty. 
ad (iii): Immediate for the hierarchy constant h. Cl 
emma 4.1 I 
(i) W, 6 
imp1 
4+a.X@r)AzEBABEcore(X)Arank(X)=r 
30,s: B3DAD-,&ERS(f-l&Z), 
(ii) P( II, z, A-,~.cT)A(u, B,p)ETS(z,A~p.cr)Arank(B)=r 
imp1 P(u,F,A+(Y.B@)A~D,& B~DA D+S.ERS(P~,U,Z), 
(iii) P( u, z, A-,p.o)A(a,(BnC),@)ETS(z,A-+p.o)Arank((BnC))=f 
imp1 P ( u, P, A -+ a.( B n C)@) 
AND,& B=?,DA D-GGRS(t-l,u,z) 
A 3D, 6: C~DAD+~.ERS(P~,U,~), 
(iv) P(u, z, A+ p.lr)A(cr,[B],p)ETS(z,A+p.o)hrank([B])=t 
imp1 P( u, F, A + a.[ B]Po) /\ -13 D, 8: BG+DAD+&ERS(~-l,u,z). 
Proof. Recall rank( B) = rank( [ B]) and rank(( B n C)) = max{rank( B), rank(C)}. 
ad (i): In order to find D and 8 as required by our claim we look at derivations 
starting with B and consider two cases. 
Case 1: There is a derivation 
where 
Then 
and 
i.e. 
3 771 . . . 7);,Axpw,I.. . WI 
FE’I,... 7-),,AAZEXAfE/suo ,,... o,AXE@\N. 
B~B,,A(A,X,~)ETS(~, B,, + A&L) A rank( X ) < rank( B) 
(IBD+, . . . q,,[B,,l A FE q, . o. q,* h ZE AX/t, 
P( 14, 2, & -+ A&L) ilnd RS(rank( B)- 1, u, z). 
Case 2: There is no such derivation. Then there is a derivation 
B= ~&w, =+ vlvj2 +J~o~ =+ l - l =$ ql . . . q,,B,,m,, . . . CL!, 
3 qI . . . ~,,AXpw,,. . . io, 
FE I... ,! A t’ E A h M’ E hk’fFhM’fFr~L’M’=ZAFEL1IW,, ..Ol. 
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Then 
BsB,,i~(u, w,A,X,~)ENTS(Z, B,,+hXp.) 
and 
i.e. 
P(u, z, B,,+AXp.) and B,,-+hXpx NRS(u, z). 
ad (ii): It is easy to see that the assumptions imply 
P(u,E,A+~.B@)AzEB. 
The rest fol! .jkV s using (i). 
ad (iii): See (ii). 
ad (iv): As above, the assumptions imply 
P(u,F,A+~.[B]~~)AzE[B]. 
The other half of the conjunction is proven by contradiction. Suppose, there are D, 
S such that 
Then, z E D and, hence z E B and z E [B] are immediate. Contradiction! Cl 
Lemma 4.12 
(i! P(u,&,A-,cr.Bpa)APEpnrank(B)=r 
A 3D, 6: B_,DAD+S.ERS(~-l,u,z) 
imp1 A + aBP.a E RS( t, u, z), 
;ii) P( u, E, A + a.( B n C)pu) A E E p A rank(( B n c)] = t 
A (30,s: B~DA D-G.ERS(t-l,u,z)) 
A (3D, 6: CODA D+&ERS(~-l,u,z)) 
imp1 A-,~~(B~C)~.OERS(~,U,Z), 
(iii) P(u, E,A+~.[B]@)AFE/~A~xI~([B])=~ 
A -dD,& B~DAD+&ERS(P--~,~,~) 
imp1 -w[B]@a~RS(f,u,z). 
While (i) and (ii) are immedi 
y more complicated. In view of 
1 ,S: A + ii. E 
implies 
130,s: BsD II P(u,z, D+S.). 
Contraposition reduces the problem to proving that 
3D,S: B”,D ii D+SxRS(t--l,u,z) 
is implied by 
B==“rD I\ P(u, z, D4.). 
Suppose that this last formula is fulfilled. It implies z E S and z E B. Adding 
P(u,~,A+a.[B]/3o) h FEP 
we may apply Lemma 4.1 l(i) to prove (*). Cl 
(*:) 
heore .13. For aN t > 0 and z f I\ we hatle 
RS(t,u,r)=RS(t-l,u,z)uH(u,+,RS(t-l,u,z). 
Proof. We prove “C’ first. Suppose A + p.v E RS( t, u, z )\RS( t - 1, u, z ). Then we 
find (cu, X, p) such that 
P(tr,z,A-,p.o)~(cr,X,~3)~TS(z,A-*p.o)nrank(X)=t 
and 
Ayw=A+aXp.cr~e~& 
Lemma 4.1 l(ii)-(iv) yields 
P( u, E, A + cr.XpO), that is, A + a.X/3 E H( u, E) 
and 
X= imp1 30,s: BsD I\ D+SxRS(t-l,u,r) 
nC) imp1 3D,S: B3D I\ D-G.ERS(t-l,u,z) 
iGlD,S:CsD A D+S.~ItS(t-l,u,z) 
AX=[B] int@ 1 D,S: BsD AD+&ERS(I-l,u,z) 
so that Definition 3.4 
A+uX/~.OEN(U,F)*, RS(t-l,u,z) 
roof of ” 2 ” an 
.GE 
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Using Definition 3.4 of *, we may safely assume 
A-w.X/~UE H(u, F), that is, P(u, P, A-+cu.X@) 
and P E p A rank(X) = t as well as 
X=B imp1 3D,6: B=#DAD-,S.ERS(t-l,u,z) 
AX=(BnC) imp1 30,s: B+DAD+S.ERS(t--l,u,z) 
/dD,S: CSDA D-+S.ERS(I-l,u,z) 
AX=[B] imp1 130,S: B~D~D-~.ERS(~-I,U,Z) 
so that Lemma 4.12 gives us A + crX&o E RS( 1, u, z) as required. Cl 
Now all the facts required to prove Algorithm 3.6 have been assembled. In the 
following theorem all the pieces are put in their proper places. 
Theorem 4.14. Assume u = a, . . . a, and v = a,+, . . . aj. ?hen 
(i) bu = H( u, v) for all I),, computed by Algorithm 3.6; 
(ii) for all w = a, . . . a,, we have 
w E s if 3a: s + (7. E I),),, ;
(iii) Algorithm 3.6 operates in cubic time. 
Proof. (ii) is an immediate consequence of (i). Note that the size of item sets and, 
therefore, the time required for a reduction or shift operation is bounded by a 
constant. Since the maximum nesting of loops is 3, this proves (iii). For the proof 
of (i) we present a version of Algorithm 3.6 which makes explicit the references to 
the lemmas and theorems of this section. 
- Initialization: compute I)(,,, = H ( E, E ); 
IJ~~,:= {A+ cu.p [[SD”[Al A F E LY}; 
forj=1,2,3 ,..., n loop 
U l - .- a I... a, _ , ; a := a, ; 
- off-diagonal: Note h, l-I I = H(u, F) and compute h, -I,r = Mu, a) 
M:={A+aap.oIA+cY.afirrE H(u,F)AEE~}; 
assert M = RS( 0, u, a) by Theorem 4.10; 
= RS( r, u, z) by Theorem 4.13; 
( u, a) by Theorem 
$- M; := I-1.1 
i=j-2,-j-3,..., 
t(:--u, _.a,; z:=a,, ,... a,; y:=a, ,,... a, ,; d-a,; 
.- off-off-diagonal: Note t)l, 1 = W( u, y ) an 
:= H(u,j+i-a; 
ssert = N RS( U, 2 ) by Theorem 4.8; 
assert M = RS(O, 11, z) by Theorem 4.10; 
for r-l, 2,...,11 loop 
IV:= MUH(u,F)*Jw; - Notet),,=Hw,F) 
ssert M = RS( t, U, z’) by Theorem 4.13; 
= W(u, ~1 by Theorem 4.10; 
?I, :- &I?; 
n-diagonal: compute b,, = H( r, F ); 
ote bk, = H( u, v) 
:= Mu(A~p.oIefpn3B,a,X:p 
B-+Q.X@E H(or, tdnCEcore(X)A 
en ; 
assert M = H(z, d by Theorem d.l(iv); 
II),, := b.4; 
e 
Our shift attii reduulion 0 a& to similar operators introduced by 
o simplify the presentation of the algorithm 
productions, thus increasing efficiency. 
Indeed, without such operators the proof of our extended algorithm might have 
from Section 4 all 
yield a rather short 
variant of our 
eferences 
